How Efficiently Are
You Managing Your
PeopleSoft Updates?

Optimize your PeopleSoft Application investment
with PUM-as-a-Service
Lowering maintenance overhead is a top priority for Oracle. Starting with
PeopleSoft 9.2 applications, Oracle has rolled out a new way to manage
improvements and changes using PeopleSoft Update Manager (PUM).
With PUM, major application upgrades are no longer needed to take advantage of
new features and enhancements. PeopleSoft bug fixes, patches, enhancements,
new functional features, as well as legislative and regulatory updates are released
on a continual basis, based on predefined schedule throughout the year.
Despite the benefits, many organizations using PeopleSoft 9.2 have trouble
staying current with PUM updates.

Introducing PUM-as-a Service
Sierra Systems, an NTT DATA Company, can provide comprehensive support and
experience handling regular, integrated releases to help you stay current.
PUM-as-a-Service was developed to help customers realize the benefits of
their PeopleSoft investment, leveraging our years of experience and success on
PeopleSoft projects, to:
• reduce overhead by spending less time reviewing updates in relation to
your environment’s needs
• have direct access to optional features and functionality in PeopleSoft 9.2
applications
• improve risk mitigation by have direct paths security updates
• implement Oracle patches faster
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Benefits of
PUM-as-a-Service
• Comprehensive
End-to-end services
that analyze, select,
apply, test, promote,
and support PeopleSoft
updates with extensive
PUM application
experience in all industry
verticals and pillars.
• Flexible
Apply only what is
needed once, or
throughout the year. Our
packages are tailored to
fit your PUM strategy.
• Cost-effective
Our three flexible,
tailored packages (Stay
Current, Get current, and
Stay Current Lite) offer a
cost-effective approach
to meet your budgetary
and operational needs.
• Repeatable
Services delivered with
a unique balance of
methodology tools,
technology, and talent.

What You Get With Each Tailored Package
Recognizing that organizations may be at different stages with the
adoption of PUM, we have created three tailored packages of PUM-as-aService for organizations:
Stay Current

Get Current

Stay current with
the PUM releases
throughout the year

Get current releases
once or twice a year

Stay Current Lite
Stay current with
compliance, regulatory
and tax updates

PUM server installation & configuration
Analysis & application of each PUM image
Regulatory updates for each PUM image
Analysis and application of consolidated
PUM image annually
Reusable automated test scripts

Advantages of PUM-as-a-Service
The seasoned team at Sierra Systems brings the skills needed to help
organizations apply PUM updates and add value to their business with
extensive knowledge, proven methodologies, standard processes, and
vast experience in the application and maintenance of PUM images.

Learn More About Selective Adoption and PUM-as-a-Service
Sierra’s PeopleSoft teams provide open consultations to help you find the
best fit for your organization.
To learn more about how PUM-as-a-Service maintains your organization’s
commitment to the functional, regulatory, and testing updates of
PeopleSoft, contact Sierra Systems today.

Accelerating Businesses’ IT
Sierra Systems’ 50+ years of deep
expertise in targeted industries has
built our reputation of delivering
superior solutions that strengthen
organizations’ performance.
• Contact@sierrasystems.com
• 1-877-688-1371
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